WHO'D HIT A GIRL WHEN SHE'S DOWN?

Presenting Dean Martin in his first dramatic role

COUNCILS URGED TO SPEND MORE ON ARTS

By Richard Walters

LOCAL authorities are being urged to spend more on arts as an answer to arguments against tax increases. The idea is that increased cultural activities can improve local communities and thus help to reduce rates. An arts festival is scheduled to take place in the town centre this summer, featuring music, dance and art exhibitions.

ART

ART TEACHER FRASER TURNS TO ABSTRACTS

By Pierre Jeanmeur

Mr. Fraser, the local art teacher, has turned his attention to abstract art. His new style, which he calls "Fraserism," is making waves in the art world. His abstract pieces have been widely exhibited and are now being displayed at the local art gallery.

MUSIC

RUBINSTEIN FAILS IN ACCURACY

By Jack Mason

The renowned pianist, Rubinstein, failed to impress with his performance at the concert last night. He played a series of Chopin nocturnes, but his interpretation was criticized for being too technical and lacking in emotion.

TO THE SUNSHINE ON SCHEDULE!

Choose your railway for抢险！——Wisconsin & Chicago-built railcars and switchers are on the move today. Learn more about our services at www.FRENCHRAILWAYS.com. Don't just call it a power drill! (You'll afford it!)
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BBC bans 'Great train raid' record

By Daily Mail Reporter

The BBC has banned a new record called 'The Great Train Raid' by John Martin. The song has been criticized for its violent lyrics and the record company is yet to respond to the BBC's decision.

Mild and bitter

Mixed verdict

The jury at East Quarter Court yesterday punished three men for their part in the 'Great Train Raid.' One of them was fined and the other two were sentenced to community service. The jury praised their efforts in the case and said they had been correctly informed about the law.

Hamlet role after TW3

Actress Roberta de la Fonte was cast in the role of Hamlet in the play after TW3. The decision was made after a long search for the right actress for the role. The play is due to open next month.

Fans for 'Johnny'

One fan who had visited the theater was particularly impressed with the performance of lead actor. "He brought the audience to tears," he said. "I hope he gets more roles in the future!"

Don't just call it a power drill!

If you want to do is drill holes, get yourself a power drill. Any power drill. But if you want to drill holes—and saw wood, turn wood, drive screws, cut metals, spray paint, cut lawns, trim hedges, polish floors, buff, grind and do a 1001 other jobs then get yourself a Stanley-Bridges Power Unit. A Stanley-Bridges Power Unit is backed by the world's biggest range of attachments. Over 70 of them. You name it, and there's almost certainly a Stanley-Bridges attachment to do it—quickly, professionally and with no effort on your part. That's the beauty of owning a Stanley-Bridges Power Unit. As opposed to just a power drill. The Stanley-Bridges Power Unit shown here is the D-400—"do lots", 30" tool—universal overhead crane and variable speed, 71/2" handpiece, 2250 RPM. The Stanley-Bridges Power Unit is the most powerful tool you can lay hands on.